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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

This case report is very interesting with clinical impact on management of acute vascular emergency. It is well written with good support of pertinent references. Images are also found very nice and good quality with pertinent findings exhibited.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

Dear author, The article represents the clinical case of successful therapy of aortic dissection with pulmonary embolism. The article is written with the acceptable English-speaking adduction of the arguments. The article is sufficiently novel and very interesting to warrant publication. All the key elements are presented and described clearly. The most discussable options in the article are: 1) Please correct all your minor grammar errors and typos. 2) The case is quite simple and not truly challenging for the daily practice. Your scenario was quite benign merely because the patient was initially stable hemodynamically and there were no indications for thrombolysis (please mention the Guidelines in the main text that you use in your routine clinical practice). It might be nice to see at least more clinical data including ECG, echo, lab results and so on (please, more numbers and justification of your clinical strategy) — we do not know even a level of the blood pressure in the pulmonary artery(!!!). Is there an overload of the right chambers? The content is simply not informative enough to draw any conclusions. I would kindly suggest also to provide a reader with the higher quality images. 3) Discussion: if you mention any other cases, why there are no references? Please, underline the novelty and your message! Frankly, I do not understand the message of your clinical case. It must be emphasized. What have we suppose to learn after reading of your article? I do not have an answer — due to lack of the critical clinical information, this case does not sound at all.